
  

Signal Handlers

signals 
notifications delivered to a process to alert the given 
process about "important" events concerning itself.  
example: Ctrl-C - sends a SIGINT signal to given app

example signals
SIGHUP terminate Hangup detected on terminal

or death of controlling process
SIGINT terminate Interrupt from keyboard
SIGTERM terminate Termination signal
SIGKILL terminate Kill signal
SIGFPE dump core Floating point exception
SIGILL dump core Illegal Instruction
SIGSEGV dump core Invalid memory reference
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signals 
A user can replace the default handler except for SIGSTOP
/* Terminate process on Ctrl-C */
void handler(int signum) {
   printf("SIGTERM (%d) encountered\n", signum);
   system("touch term");
   flag = 1;
}

int main(int argc, char **argv) {
   signal(SIGTERM, handler);     /* SIGTERM is 15 */
   sleep(30);
}

See sig-1.c, doit-to-sig-1, hit-sig-1 for usage
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signals 
Signals can be delivered at almost any moment, and privileges 
need to be maintained in SUID root applications for access to 
raw sockets, graphical resources, etc.  So signal handling 
routines need to be written with extra care.

Some system functions are re-entrant or non-interruptable by
signals.  Examples are:  

access, alarm, cfgetispeed, cfgetospeed, cfsetispeed, cfsetospeed, 
chdir, chmod, chown, close, creat, dup, dup2, execle, execve, fcntl, fork,
fpathconf, fstat, fsync, getegid, geteuid, getgid, getgroups, getpgrp, getpid, 
getppid, getuid, kill, link, lseek, mkdir, mkfifo, open, pathconf, pause, pipe, 
raise, read, rename, rmdir, setgid, setpgid, setsid, setuid, sigaction, 
sigaddset, sigdelset, sleep, stat, sysconf, tcdrain, tcflow, tcflush, tcgetattr,
tcgetpgrp, tcsendbreak, tcsetattr, tcsetpgrp, time, times, umask, uname, 
unlink, utime, wait, waitpid, write, sigpause, sigset.
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But other system functions are not protected from signal 
invocations and could cause unsafe or undefined behavior

syslog is an example:
syslog creates a memory buffer stream using two malloc 
invocations - the first one allocates a stream description 
structure, while the other creates a buffer suitable for 
the actual syslog message data.  This is used to maintain 
a temporary copy of the syslog message.

A call to a handler may free memory of one malloc call
only to have syslog reuse it from the second malloc call

See sig-2.c, doit-to-sig-2, and hit-sig-2 for a demo
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signals – handler re-entry 
void sighndlr(int dummy) {
  syslog(LOG_NOTICE,user_dependent_data);
  // *** Initial cleanup code, calling the following somewhere:
  free(global_ptr2);
  free(global_ptr1);
  // *** 1 *** >> Additional clean-up code - unlink tmp files, etc <<
  exit(0);
}

    ...
signal(SIGHUP,sighndlr);
signal(SIGTERM,sighndlr);

// *** Other initialization routines, and global pointer
// *** assignment somewhere in the code (we assume that
// *** nnn is partially user-dependent, yyy does not have to be):

global_ptr1=malloc(nnn); 
global_ptr2=malloc(yyy);
...
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signals – handler re-entry 
Suppose SIGINT is raised in section after malloc calls
syslog is called and two pointers are freed in the handler 
but SIGTERM might be called immediately after 

global_ptr2 would be freed during the first handler call (SIGINT)
but the second syslog call would reuse the freed space 
and overwrite that memory with data that, as in the case of
sendmail, is user-dependent

this can lead to root compromise
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signals – functions not designed as re-entrant 
If program execution can be interrupted between the time 
when superuser privileges are given, and the time when 
superuser privileges are revoked, the signal handling code 
will be run with root privileges.

Some glibc functions aren't designed to be reentered due 
to receipt of a signal, thus causing potential problems for 
signal handlers which use them

See sig-3.c, doit-to-sig-3, hit-sig-3
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signals – tips 
Only use re-entrant-safe library calls in signal handlers.  
Alternatively, implement a wrapper around every insecure library call 
used, having a special global flag checked to avoid re-entry

Block signal delivery during all non-atomic operations and/or
constructing signal handlers that do not rely on internal program 
state such as only unconditionally setting a specific flag

Block signal delivery in signal handlers.  
Use the sigprocmask function to block signals while you modify 
global variables that are also modified by the handlers for these 
signals.  
Alternatively, set sa_mask in your sigaction call to block certain 
signals while a particular signal handler runs.  This way, the signal 
handler can run without being interrupted itself by signals
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